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IN MODERN EGYPTIAN PROSE
THROUGH THE USE OF FREE INDIRECT STYLE
AND INTERIOR MONOLOGUE 1
.
Gabriel M. ROSENBAUM
The Hebrew University, Jerusalem
Introduction

Exploiting the state of diglossia for m1xmg both fu!f~a,
standard Arabic, and cammiyya, colloquial Arabic, in one literary text
has in recent years become a common practice in Egyptian writing.
Current literary norms no longer reject or oppose the use of colloquial
Egyptian Arabic, contrary to the norms which prevailed in Egyptian
literary writing until the mid-twentieth century, and still do in Arab
writing in general. Today the use of cammiyya side by side withfu~·~a
is not only tolerated by Egyptian writers but in many cases is sought
for and desired. This is true not only for dialogues, whose literary
norms are more permissive, but for the narration as well, and also for
poetry. The occurrence of cammiyya in texts written infu!f~a is not, in
most cases, the result of incompetence or carelessness of the writers,
but rather the outcome of a deliberate effort to create texts in which
fu!f~a and 'ammiyya are mixed. Some writers still adhere to the traditional norms and try to avoid using cammiyya or, when they do use
it, to camouflage it and make it look like fu!f~a 2 , but more and more
Egyptian writers opt for the overt use of cammiyya. One of the significant results of this activity is the publication of several prose texts
written completely in the colloquial, thus eliminating the traditional
stylistic distinction between narration and dialogue. 3
1

This article is part of a larger study on the use of Colloquial Arabic in Modem

Egyptian literature.
2

See S. SoMEKH, Colloquialized fu.rlJii in Modern Arabic Prose Fiction, JeruSOMEKH, Colloquialized

salem Studies in Arabic and Islam, 16 (1993), p. 176-194 (=
fu~}Jii).

3

See, e.g., S.

c ABO AL-BAQT,

'Abir }Judi'id al-zagal, al-Qiihira, 1999; S.

Biinhiif 'istriisii: }Jikayat al- 'us{ii a/-kahrabii 'i

[Mi~r],

FARAG,

1999; M. Mufarrafa, Qan{ara
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In an article published some years ago, entitledfu.r~ammiyya,
I described a certain style of texts in which/u~·~a and 1 ammiyya are
used alternately; for example, parallelisms and hendiadis are created
by using elements taken from both varieties. There are other ways of
mixing fu.r~ii and ciimmiyya in written texts; one of these is writing
the narration in the style known today as «free indirect discourse » or
« free indirect style» (style indirect fibre) and using the interior monologue (monologue interieur). There are today many definitions and
descriptions of free indirect discourse; the following are two
examples:

Free indirect discourse (equivalent to the French «style
indirect libre »), or «represented speech and thought ». These
terms refer to the way, in many narratives, that the reports of what
a character says and thinks shift in pronouns, adverbs, tense, and
grammatical mode, as we move - or sometimes hover - between the
direct narrated reproductions of these events as they occur to the
character and the indirect representation of such events by the
narrator. 4
Free indirect style or free indirect discourse, a manner of
presenting the thoughts or utterances of a fictional character as if
from that character's point of view by combining grammatical and
other features of the character's 'direct speech' with features of the
narrator's 'indirect' report. 5
A typical feature of this style is the avoidance of the use of
subordinating particles and of verbs which are usually used to report
al/a<fi kafara, al-Qiihira, 1965 (Year of publication is according to H.

SAKKUT,

The

Arabic Novel: Bibliography and Critical Introduction 1865-1995, Cairo and New

York, 2000, vol. 3, p. 1312); A.F. NIGM, Al-Fiigiimi: Ta 1rih IJayiit muwii{in siiyilft
qalbihi... wa{an (Mugakkiriit

al-~a<ir

Atimad Fu'iid Nigm), al-Qiihira, 1993 (two

parts) (there is now also a new edition in one volume: Al-Fiigiimi: Al-Sira a/-(/iitiyya
al-kiimila, al-Qiihira wal-Minyii [n.d.]); Y. al-QA.<Tn, Laban i/-'asfiir, al-Qiihira, 1994;

B. al-TONISI, As-Sayyid wumriitu ft Buris; As-Sayyid wumriitu ft

Ma~r.

al-Qiihira,

1992 (first published 1923).
4

M.H. ABRAMS, A Glossary of Literary Terms, Fort Worth (Philadelphia), etc.,

1999 (71h edition), p. 172 (=ABRAMS, Glossary).
~ C. BALDICK, The Concise Oxford Dictionary of Literary Terms, Oxford, 200 I

(2nd edition), p. 101-102 (= BALDICK, Literary Terms).
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speech or thought, as « told », « said », « replied », « murmured »,
« shouted », « thought », and so forth:
According to most definitions, free (as opposed to tagged)
indirect discourse quotes speech or thought indirectly but omits the
tag or inquit - the 'John said' or 'Jane thought' - that both
identifies what follows as quotation and attributes it to a particular
source. 6
When the thoughts of a character are reported through this
style, in either the first or third person, they are also referred to as
« interior monologue »:
« Interior monologue » is then reserved for that species of
stream of consciousness which undertakes to present to the reader
the course and rhythm of consciousness precisely as it occurs in a
character's mind. In interior monologue the author does not intervene, or at any rate intervenes minimally, as describer, guide, or
commentator, and does not tidy the vagaries of the mental process
into grammatical sentences or into a logical or coherent order. 7
Interior monologue, the written representation of a character's
inner thoughts, impressions, and memories as if directly 'overheard' without the apparent intervention of a summarizing and
selecting narrator. 8
The function of this mixing offu~~a and 'ammiyya is to help
to reflect the characters' speech or thoughts in their own language and
style and to help in changing the point of view. Point of view in
literature, to quote one short definition, is
The position or vantage-point from which the events of a story'
seem to be observed and presented to us. The chief distinction
usually made between points of view is that between third-person
narratives and first-person narratives.9

6

A.W. NEUMANN, Free Indirect Discourse in the Eighteenth-Century English

Novel: Speakable or Unspeakable? The Example of Sir Charles Grandison, in
M.

TOOLAN

(ed.), language, Text and Context: Essays in Stylistics, London and New

York, 1992, p. 113-135 (p. 113) (= NEUMANN, Free Indirect).
1

8
9

ABRAMS,

Glossary, p. 299.

BALDICK,

literary Terms, p. 126.

BALDICK,

literary Terms, p. 198.
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The term « point of view » is now sometimes replaced by the
term « focalization », which « refers specifically to the lens through
which we see characters and events in the narrative ». 10
One of the first decisions a writer has to make when he is
about to write a story, is to choose a point of view (or points of view)
and the type of narrator (or narrators) through which the story will be
reported. Modem writers of prose, in Egypt as well as in the West,
often change or alternate points of view inside a single text. Changing
and alternating points of view and narrators often lead to changes in
style as well, and are so common in modem prose fiction that they
have become part of its characteristics (this can be compared with the
alternating use of several cameras in modem cinema and television
films). The distinction between first- and third-person points of view
in one literary text is not always clear to the reader, as free indirect
discourse and interior monologue contain features of both of these two
points of view which sometimes may not be easily discerned; in fact,
it sometimes seems that a certain event or idea is reported through

10

H.P. ABBOTT, The Cambridge Introduction to Narrative, Cambridge, 2002,

p. 66. Much has been written in recent years on point of view and types of narrations
and narrators; the following are some known examples or glossaries that contain convenient definitions: ABRAMS, Glossary; BALDICK, Literary Terms; D. BICKERTON,
Modes of Interior Monologue: A Formal Definition, in Modern Language Quarterly,
28, number 2 (1967), p. 229-239; D. COHN, Narrated Monologue: Definition of a

Fictional Style, in Comparative Literature, 18, number 2 ( 1966), p. 97-112;
S. EHRLICH, Point of View: A linguistic Analysis of Literary style, London and New

York, 1990; C. GARARD, Point of View in Fiction and Film: Focus on John Fowles,
New York, etc., 1991; G. GENETTE, Narrative Discourse: An Essay in Method, Ithaca,
New York, 1995 (chapter 4: «Mood», p. 161-211, and chapter 5: «Voice», p. 212262); S.S. LANSER, The Narrative Act: Point of View in Prose Fiction, Princeton,
1981; P. LUBBOCK, Point of view, in J.A. MILLER, Jr. (ed.), Myth and Method: Modern

Theories ofFiction, Nebraska, 1960, p. 53-62 (reprinted from Chapter 17 of The Craft
of Fiction); R. MURFIN and S.M. RAY, The Bedford Glossary of Critical and literary
Terms, Boston and New York, 2003 (second edition); NEUMANN, Free Indirect;

S. RIMON-KENAN, Narrative Fiction: Contemporary Poetics, London and New York,
1994.
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shared points of view (that of the narrator and that of one of the characters).

Mixing overt 'ammiyya with

fu~lta

in the narration·

A very short and clear example for mixing overt ciimmiyya
with fu~~ii in the narration appears in the story lktisiif al- Jafiimin)'Um .
« The Discovery of Aluminum » by IlJsan 'Abd al-Quddiis (19191990), one of the most popular writers in Egypt. In this story, as in
many of his novels and short stories, cammiyya is used in the dialogue
and fu~~ii in the narration. In his prose fiction, c:iimmiyya in the
narration is rare, except for realia; therefore, the following example is
an exception in c Abd al-Quddiis' style.
The story is told from the third-person point of view, and the
narrator is omniscient. Once in this story c:iimmiyya is mixed with
fu~~ii in the narration, and the point of view is changed. Gum' a, the
main character, returns from the provincial town to his village to take
part in the preparations for his wedding with Bahiyya. While walking,
he recalls his meeting in the town with Bahiyya, after not having seen
her for years: 11
~.i..-; rJJ ..~ ~4 ~l iAWi\J .. u-1~.l.G ~ 'O_;l-;!jl oji.l ~jJ
.~.- i.,r.,J-J
· .1.:..:
....< ..:ull
~ .. •
1\
[
] 1.
••..
~
•• ~~
• ~I.J ··"'::r.'~
0

u·I

And he immediately went to visit « uncle » Madbuli. There he
met his daughter Bahiyya. He could not believe that this was Bahiyya. By
God, the lass has grown up. And he looked into her eyes [... ]. 12
For a short while, there is a change of point of view (or of focalization) in which the events are told through the mind of the character, not through the narrator's; it occurs in the sentence walliihi ii-.
bett-i kibrit - « By God, the lass has grown up »; the switch is easily
discernible also because it is a sharp switch to overt c:iimmiyya.
The word bitt - « girl, lass, lassie », which does not exist in
fu~~ii, is a form of address derived from the word bint - « girl ». It is
11

Sections written in the free indirect style and interior monologue are prinled in

bold.
12

~aft~.

I. ( ABD AL-QUDDOS, Iktisaf al- 'aliiminyiim, in I. ( ABD AL-QUDDOS, <utba min

al-Qahira (n.d.), p. 109-120 (p. 111 ).
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usually used to address women of lower status than that of the speaker, and may express disrespect or anger; between close friends or
members of family, it may also convey affection, as is the case here.
The word ..:J_r:5' should here be read kibrit, according to cammiyya, not
kaburat as infu~IJa.
It should be pointed out that point of view can be changed
without using cammiyya. In this case, the writer could have written,
for example: wallahi kaburati-1-bintu or wallahi 1 inna-l-binta qad
kaburat. But the use of cammiyya helps the reader to immediately notice that the point of view has changed, and also reports to the reader
the thoughts of the character in the latter)s own words and style
without interference by the narrator or his style.
Yusuf Idris ( 1927-1991) is one of the most enthusiastic supporters of the use of cammiyya in literature, and many of his dialogues
are written in cammiyya. cammiyya is often inserted also into his narration, which is written in fu:t~a. The two following examples reflect
similar contexts in two different stories, in which the free indirect
discourse is written in cammiyya. The first example is taken from the
story Sniibizm - « Snobbery »:
,J~I ~ ,~y..:i ,w.il:i ,~ji .~ u.:i.......oJ ~l.J wl .. ~..J:!
13 ['i]

r-1

6.....JWI .U.JU;.j - o.JU;.j )W.o
JJ
'i U
·ts . wlk,j \..ii
JA
~ ~.J ~ ~l.J l!ILA~ .JIJy.JI le-£ ~ ~ o.J_,.JS ~ J l.l;I
~ ~.lA~ ~1 ,:;IS.fa. ¥ ~'J
u1_, '"-:!' J..l&..J 0~1.;.. ~J
_ \.A ~
•

-:11
t.r'

F1

•. i..j.J.l..a

He did not see me. I saw him and yelled at him. He stopped,
turned around, became confused, wiped the sweat, I was asto.nished. For the first time he was without glasses - his historic
glasses which he never changes - his face looked like genitals
when pants are taken off. Hello and where are you and how are
you and sorry and how are you doing, while I am watching and
holding something like a volcano of laughter raging inside my
chest. 14

13

In this edition: i..~; in another edition: i..~ 'i (Y. IDRIS, Sniibizm, in Y. IDRIS,

Bayt min lalJm, Beirut {n.d.), p. 100).
14

Y. IDRIS, Sniibizm, in Y. IDRIS, Bayt min lalJm, al-Qahira (n.d.), p. 90-109 {p. 90).
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The second example is taken from the story Miswar - « The
Errand»:
1 - ~11 . -.i ~I u
·. ·- II ~
. _j o\.:i J
•.bi! .)~
,,,.... ~·
..>--:. u· \S .li! ..::.i\.c.l...u o~
,'O)~ ~ FJ ~~_;§ c:l9J y4JI L;..lJ -~ Jii....il l~IJ
.~~I 11Ul.J 'uL.j ~l.J ,~1 4 U:!i uJl.J
~ Lei ~l.S.J LJ'I~ o.~:ij ..:=.i..l __j;. j t~_,.JI <} ~..l:! ul Ji§ J
.w!_,11 J_,b 4.d

And he wandered in al-Giza for hours, as he knew the house in
daytime only.
Finally he found it. He knocked at the door and his relative
opened it, greeted him warmly, and where are you my brother,
oh it's been a long time, and how is your wife.
And before he could come to the point Zubayda uttered a yell
of joy with enthusiasm, after she had not opened her mouth all that
time. 1s
In these two examples, there are descriptions of a meeting
between two people who have not seen each other for a long time. The
narrator in the first example is in the first person, and in the second
example in the third person. In both cases the utterances of the characters are reported through free indirect style, in the colloquial. In both
cases it is not clear which of the two persons participating in the conversation says what, as the original narrator is absent and does not
supply any more information. The reader « receives » the conversation
as said by the characters, in their own words, as they experience the
situation, without any interference by the narrator. In the first example
the point of view remains that of the first person, but is now shared by
two characters; 16 in the second example the point of view is changed
from that of the narrator, in the third person, to the characters, in the
first person.

15

y. IDRIS, Mifwar, in y. IDRIS, Ar!Ja~· layiili, al-Qahira (n.d.), p. l 31-145 (p. l 39)

(= IDRIS, Mi.fwar).
16

In the first example the phrase kif~riilak - «how are you» is used as part of the

conversation reported in the free indirect style. This phrase is a non-Cairene one, and
hints at the fact that one of the characters is non-Cairene; however, as this conversation is reported, it is impossible to know which one of the two said it.
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There is an earlier occasion in the story Miswar in which Idris
changes the point of view through using free indirect discourse written
in c:ammiyya:
'~ 1-t ~J ,;;..yj Js- ~ ~) .J ~ r-" ~) t.~' J)\.:.- .:ii~)
a1JU.1 41jl.J5' 0"' ~) ,~\..Ai J'~ ,JJ;N
,l!.lJ~ Jfa '~ ~

J-os-'

.ii.,Yj

J...... J

And after he tried to swallow his spittle but found none, he
petted Zubayda, and never mind my friend, it's my fault, be patient, do me a favour, without scandals, and a few of his soothing words, and Zubayda became quiet. 17
As we have seen, the switch to free indirect style in the
narration may also occur when the narrator is in the first person; this
enables the incorporation of <ammiyya also into this type of narration
written infu~l}a. The following is an example from the satirical prose
of Mal:imiid al-Sacdani; notice the similarity of context and vocabulary
between the free indirect style section in this example and the last one
by Idris:
~

~~ 4.J1.:i....!a et- ~ ~' '~ u+il'J
~.J la""t.:..J. ,._ ~ ~.J •• ~,,lS 1,isu
~J .. J;!..\.!a ~ ~'~'
lllAI
j!
)1....9
•
..
Li.
us
us.I
...
•w
~
I
11 .. -:
•
I ~ •,,..
.
..
~
J •• (.)M.,r
.J .,.._ ~
IJ.)• uJ:ii
• .. ..-:r.~ \'I oL;i.j'il ~ USJJ

u- Ji!u:i ..4< ... I:.,,,

'*'
a

And this scene with « uncle » SiQata had a funny ending. From
the beginning he disputed with us in an extremely serious manner.
Isn't it a shame for you that you take my money, and never
mind « uncle» Sil}ata, it's our fault, well it makes no difference, come and don't be afraid, but in fact we were afraid, so
we went but in the other direction. 18
Another example of the use of free indirect discourse in narration written in the first person point of view from the prose of Yusuf
Idris is found in the story Lay/at ~ayf- « Summer Night»; in this case
the thoughts of the characters are conveyed through the interior
monologue in the first person, inside the narration, in the colloquial:

17
18

IDRIS,

MiJwar, p. 134.

M. AL-SA' DANT, Mu<fakkirat al-walad al-saqi, al-Qahira, 1997, p. 36.
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:l.i.li
f i;!l~ fill "-:!' J -

:JU

..:..\1 I -~1
'
•• 0...,,--1
..., .. ~· ........
..

,

6

a.:..t1 1.:1..JWI:!
..
u• 1.,--~t1 ...~ ...
o..;-a ..•

.o~I'!•

~ .~J

...... • Ja.-'Lt)
r~u• .:S~I
• ~ _)l.1L>
~ •
,..,.....

We said:
- And what is cognac?
He said:
- Wine.
We became afraid. Mu}Jammad drinks wine? Women never
mind. But wine.•. God forbid! In short, Mut_iammad should be forgiven.
- And what else, Mul).ammad? 19
The narration remains in the first person, conveying in the colloquial the collective thoughts of the group, through those of one
character. The switch to cammiyya reveals that for a short instant the
reader is exposed to the character's thoughts in the character's own
language, not in that of the narrator.

Mixing camouflaged camrniyya with fu~Qa in the narration
There are writers who try to refrain from using cammiyya in
either some or all of their prose. Nagib MaJ:ifii? (b. 1911)•, for example, is opposed to the use of cammiyya in literature, and strives to
write both the dialogue and the narration infu~~a only. MaJ:ifii'.? often
uses the interior monologue to change the point of view, but as he is
opposed in principle to the use of cammiyya in literary texts, he avoids
writing it in cammiyya. Instead, he (and other writers as well) developed a code which for the reader is supposed to represent cammiyya.
For example, he often uses the word 4.:..J.!1 - «(lit.) the curse», when he
wants to describe a character cursing (this word may represent any

19

Y. loRJS, Lay/at ~·ayf, in Y. IDRJS, A/aysa ka<}iilika, al-Qahira (n.d.), p. 79-110

(p. 88).

• [Nagib Mal]fii~ passed away in August 2006, after this article was written and
sent to the editors]
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possible curse; see example below).
Mal.ifii~. however, sometimes does use 'iimmiyya elements in
his texts. These, in many cases, represent realia20 , but in some other
cases include <ammiyya expressions infu~~ii guise. 21 The following is
an example of changing the point of view through interior monologue
which contains such a disguised or camouflaged <ammiyya expression.
The 'iimmiyya expression alluded to in the following quotation from a short story by Mal.ifii~ is -'i~·taba~na biwiss-i min in-nahiirda - «lit.: whose face I («we») met first thing in the morning?».
l~{aba~ is to start a new morning with meeting a person; it is believed
that if the person you meet is someone you like, your day will be a
good one, but if the person you meet is someone you don't like or, for
example, an ugly person, this is a bad omen for the rest of the day.
This expression is said, or thought, by a person whose morning starts
with seeing the face of someone he does not like.
Two variations of this expression appear in the story Al-Nawm
- « The Sleep ». During a conversation between a young tenant and his
landlord, the landlord rebukes the tenant for his behaviour and way of
life; the tenant changes the subject by asking the landlord to fix the
toilet wall, but the landlord refuses to do so. They meet in the yard:

::'.)U\.i ol.lU 'r.,,by.J4 Lf.a.J'il Ji~ .JAJ ~I~\...- ~falJ
.~Li...il A ,~u J.P.&- .4.f+J t)&- ~ f'~ o~ f'~ ~I .WI
.i~ ~W <) JJiS l.~I ~ Ulp.I o_,!
.( ... ]~I ~y*"'~J ~Jy\...!iUj\ _ .
And the landlord blocked his way while watering the soil
with hose, and called him saying:
- Mister.
Damn it(« Curse»). The worst day for him is the day when

a

20

On the use of language in the novels of Nagio Mal:ifii~ see S. SOMEKH, The

Changing Rhythm: A Study of Nagib

Ma~.fii? 's

Novels, Leiden, 1973, p. 94-100, 133-

136, 151-155, 187-190 (= SOMEKH, Changing Rhythm).
21

On simulation of 'iimmiyya in texts written in fu~·~ii see SOMEKH, Changing

Rhythm, p. 133; on 'iimmiyya disguised
Col/oquia/izedfu~~ii.

asfu~·~ii

in Egyptian literature see SOMEKH,
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he sees his face first thing in the morning. A smooth old man, whose
face sometimes releases a smile like a crack in a tree bark.
- You are an only child but you are well mannered with a
n
.
good reputation [ ... ].
Another variation of this cammiyya expression, in a slightly
different form, is again used later on in the conversation:

:~~I r.,b_?.JI '"~ ~~ .JAJ JU~

rfa 0 1~ c:)\...a' ~1 uc- t...i1 _
•.lll:.31 r~ '-f+.J i.>- ~ ul ~1 LA .

.~ ~

Then he said while aiming the water from the hose far away:
- As for any repair you should do it yourself.
How he hates to see his face first thing in the morning of
the holiday. 23
The ciimmiyya expressions here help in changing the point of
view, from the narrator's in the third person to that of the character.
The indignant reactions of the tenant, first to seeing his landlord and
hearing his call, then to the landlord's response to his complaint, are
expressed in both cases through an interior monologue which contains
sentences based on the (iimmiyya expression described above. The
reader is supposed to recognize the cammiyya expression and through
it to be exposed to the character's feelings expressed in what is supposed to be his own language.
Yusuf al-Qacid is a writer who often uses ciimmiyya in his
prose fiction; a few years ago he even published a novel, Laban ilr·as}Ur - «Bird's Milk [something impossible, something that does not
exist] », written entirely in the colloquial. Al-Qacid sometimes mixes
riimmiyya elements in the narration; the following examples for such
mixing are from his short story Al-Fatiit allati giiJat ta~ta -1-matar
«The girl who came in under the rain ». The story describes a short
meeting between a young girl from the provincial capital and an

22

N. MA1:1FO~. Al-Nawm, in N. MAl:IFO~. Ta~ta al-mi?alla, al-Qahira (n.d.), p. 15-

27 (p. 17) (= MAf:IFO?:, Nawm).
23

MAf:IFO~, Nawm, p. 18.
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elderly rich woman from the village. The elderly woman is about to
marry a young man, thanks to her money, although this man is in love
with the town girl. The two women have heard about each other, but
when they meet neither realizes who the other is. The two women
conduct a conversation, while some of their thoughts are also reported.
In the following quotation the elderly woman, while talking with the
young woman, thinks about her coming wedding. Her thoughts are reported through the free indirect style, written in fu!f~a but contafriing
c:ammiyya elements which reflect the character's actual thoughts:
.e.~ ..Uli..ilJ ~I ~~ ,0_,lll Jy.ial '.J.ii:Jl 04

t4-b

~

.
Jill ..i...J.bJ..i
.
-~J
.... L. ~
~ ~I lf.L-.J Jl_,.&31 ~Lw:i ,~ .....:i1.J ,.lJ_,.&31 ~I
~
c;JI i.;lil U.- c.;ill ~ ~ .JJ_,.&31 U.- ~ ~~ <.jlil

'+' .,;,;,,,

.~I ~I ~.J J~I (.)F-

A cook came from the provincial capital, with a black complexion, his galabiyya was white and his teeth were white. He
made what should be made for the morrow and left.
The mii.lid was over, and she remained, the organizer of
the miilid, and with her the dream of the chick-peas with which
she will come out of the miilid. She will pay the costs of the
wedding, from the smallest thing (lit.: from the needle) which
she will put in the eyes of the jealous [who cast the Evil Eye), to
the big house. 24
Both point of view and style change from the phrase >;nfa<!4
al-maw/id, and become close to that of the character (the older woman), but it seems that they are still shared to a certain extent with that
of the narrator. The paragraph is replete with <ammiyya elements
which contribute to bringing the point of view closer to that of the
character: Miilid (pl.: mawalid; maw/id in standard Arabic) is the
celebration of a saint's birthday or death. As the miilid is usually celebrated in a way similar to a carnival, it has also become a nickname
for a big mess; il-miilid >infa<!<! means «the miilid is over, the miilid

24

Y. al-QA <10, Al-Fatal allati gii 'at ta!Jta a/-ma(ar, in Y. al-QA <10, Al-<!a!Jk lam

ya <ud mumkinan, Al-A <miil a/-qi~·a~·iyya, 2,

Mi~r.

1991, p. 243-255 (p. 247).
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has ended » and also « the mess is over ». 25 During the mu/id, roasted
chick-pea seeds (~ummu~·) are usually piled in heaps by vendors, and
it would be unusual for anyone to attend a mu/id without ea.ting chickpeas; hence the Egyptian proverb {iW or barag mi-I-mu/id bala
}Jummu.r - « lit.: he came out of the mu/id with no chick-peas ». This
proverb is said of someone who has gained nothing or has come
empty-handed out of an affair from which he expected to get something; the sentence based on the proverb is used here in a positive
meaning and refers to the groom with whom the woman will come out
of the miilid. (En il-}Jasud is either a reference to a jealous, envious
person, or to the Evil Eye. The needle is an epithet for a small thing,
and the reference here is also to a voodoo-style practice in Egypt performed in order to protect against the evil eye cast by a certain person
or persons: A doll cut out of paper, which symbolizes the person who
is believed to have cast the evil eye, is pierced with a needle, while
sayingfi (in ... - « in the eye of... (here the name of that person or per- .
sons is mentioned) ». This practice is believed to prevent or cancel the
evil eye cast by the person or persons whose names are mentioned.
The woman here defies the jealous people in her village and expects
that the wedding with its vast expenses will protect her against their
evil eye.

Conclusion
The stylistic device of changing the point of view is now employed by many Egyptian writers. In many cases this change is
brought about through free indirect style and interior monologue,
which are often written in either overt or disguised ciimmiyya. This
use of 'iimmiyya helps in changing the point of view, and is done not
only by writers who are in favour of using the colloquial in literary
texts, like Yusuf Idris, but also by writers who believe that literature
should be written in fu~·IJa only, like Nagib Mal_ifii~. Both types of
writers thus contribute to the spread of mixed style and the use of
ciimmiyya inside narration written in/u~~ii.

25

Here this phrase should be read ,infa<!<! al-maw/id, because the whole para-

graph is written

infu~·~a.
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It should be pointed out that it is possible to change the point
of view and to use the free indirect style and interior monologue
without resorting to cammiyya. Using cammiyya in these cases is a
matter of stylistic choice, done deliberately and enabled by the current
norms in Egyptian literature. Therefore, when reading modem
Egyptian literature, the possible existence of <ammiyya inside the
fu~~a must be taken into account in order to properly understand its
styles and contents.
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